
Leisure and Wellness Services
Chicago Hotel Program

ADA has specially negotiated rates for members and their 

families at seven downtown Chicago hotels. All hotels in the 

ADA Chicago hotel program are just steps away from the 

Magnificent Mile and Lake Michigan. Check out all Chicago 

has to offer in attractions, entertainment and world 

renowned cuisine during your visit! 

Chicago Hotels
• 7 Luxury Properties
• Exclusive Savings
• Near Magnificent Mile
• Extend to Family & Staff

Chicago Hotel Program

Hyatt Worldwide

Receive 10% off the best available rate at all Hyatt Hotels 

globally when booking on Hyatt.com. Book today to 

experience, authentic hospitality, exceptional service and 

award-winning cuisine at over 508 locations in 46 countries 

worldwide

Hotels
• 46 Countries
• Best Online Rate
• Reliable Accommodations
• Extend to Family & Staff

ADA Car Rental Program

ADA car rental discounts put members in the driver’s seat. 

The ADA’s preferred car rental providers—Dollar Car 

Rental®, Hertz® and Thrifty Car Rental® — put members 

behind the wheel with savings and convenience. ADA 

members can now book online directly at “dollar.com”, 

“hertz.com” or “thrifty.com”For ADA members who travel 

frequently and are looking for the most time-efficient 

transaction process in the car rental industry, Hertz is a 

perfect fit. For those members looking for cost savings, 

check out Dollar and Thrifty.

Rental Cars
• Three Companies
• Great Savings
• Easy Online Booking
• Reliable Programs

AHI Travel

AHI Travel will send you on the trip of a lifetime.  River, land 

and ocean journeys are based on itineraries that balance 

the must-see with the road less traveled and include 

enough flexibility to accommodate individual preferences.  

All of AHI's programs feature a strong educational 

component and the goal of presenting worry-free travel 

experiences that foster a deeper understanding of diverse 

cultures and natural phenomena by putting travelers in 

direct touch with local people and cultures

Travel & Tours
• Intimate Tours
• River, Land and Ocean
• Educational Component
• Early Booking Discount

Ship Your Luggage

Our technology, highly trained shipping specialists, real-

time tracking, and network of shipping resources ensure 

safe and on-time delivery of our customer's items.  No 

more lugging bicycles, golf clubs or skis through the 

airport.  Ready and waiting when you get there.

Luggage
• Hands Free Travel
• On-time Delivery
• Avoid Airline Fees
• Personalized Service



ADA Accelerator Series

When 14 women dentists from different backgrounds 

gathered together, they were asked one big question: How 

can the ADA do more to support you? From there, the ADA 

Accelerator series was born.  Created hand-in-hand with 

you and experts in wellness, business and more, these 

webinars, articles and resources are just the start of bigger 

things on the horizon. The ADA Accelerator Series is your 

hub for financial, leadership and work/life balance tools to 

help you tackle current challenges and achieve your long-

term goals. We’re reimagining tomorrow, together.

New Dentist Resources
• 46 Countries
• Best Online Rate
• Reliable Accommodations
• Extend to Family & Staff


